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Celebrating the diversity of London’s faith and culture

Islam’s call of love
…whirling dervishes and the
Suﬁ philosopher Jalal al-din Rumi

Can Art Change
the world?

Clash or Convivencia?
Spain’s Andalusia

Welcome to the Summer issue of Intearct magazine, we hope you enjoy it!
Thanks to all those who have supported the development of this issue, particularly the
volunteer writers, editorial team and graphic designers.

Editorial
Melissa Lee is an affiliate student
from the United States, and has
spent the past year studying
Psychology at University
College London (UCL). “At my
home university, I also study
English, with plans to become a
writer. I’m interested in
magazine journalism, so I was
excited to have the opportunity
to write for and help create this
magazine. Knowing a little about
cultural diversity but not so
much about interfaith, I have
learnt a great deal from this
eye-opening experience. I’ve
really enjoyed being part of
Interact!”
Rosa Speers is an Anglican
Christian studying Hebrew and
Jewish Studies at UCL.
“I think religion can be the most
wonderful, enriching and
enlightening dimension to
someone’s life. It is of course
not for everyone and neither
should it be. However, there
should be a good level of
understanding of different faiths,
traditions and cultures inherent
within all people of society. I
like reading and writing my way
into a new experience and
Interact has allowed me to do
this.”

Rachel Guilermo currently in her
2nd year at the University of
Westminster studying Media
Studies/Journalism. “Tea,
Facebook and soaking up the Sun
are just a few of my favourite
things. Brought up in a Roman
Catholic faith, I am a dedicated
Christian. I enjoy reading, writing
and socialising. Interact has given
me the opportunity to enhance
my knowledge on different faiths.
It has been a fulfilling experience
and I would recommend it to
anyone who shares the same
interest.”
Rachel Stark an exchange student
from Maryland, USA, studying
Writing and Literature at
Roehampton University. “I was
raised Christian, have become
active in the Jewish community at
my home university, and yet am
an agnostic. Still, I’ve come to
respect the honor, integrity and
love toward which all faiths, at
their core, seem to work. It
seems that nonbelievers often
lack a sense of community and
inter-connectedness with faiths,
but working with Interact has
allowed me to share in an
interfaith community and to
learn about the many faiths in
London.”

Interact Editorial Team Summer 2008
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Letters to the Editor
Each issue you have the opportunity to tell us what you think of the previous one. Let us know
what you think - which articles really caught your interest, which ones didn’t you agree with?

I

t was a slightly breezy day, during break time when two girls decided to play catch with a
turquoise baseball cap. They were both laughing and enjoying their game when the wind blew
the hat onto the school roof. The hat was given to one of the girls as a present so she began to
worry. “Oh No”, she said out loud, but in her head she was repeating “Please God, Make the
hat come down.”
The bell rang for the girls to go back inside and they began to panic. Just as the teacher came
to get them, a gush of wind brushed past their face and the cap fell down...
That was the day I realised I had faith in God. As I grew older I began to apply my faith in God
to everything I did. If something good happened it was because of God, if something bad happened I would pray to God for guidance.
For the past fifteen years I have been attending the same church; however it is not until
recently that I have acknowledged the importance of the role that my Priest has within my
community. When I was younger I used to fall asleep during the sermon, but now I realise that
it is in fact the best part of the mass. During this, he reflects on the readings and finds ways of
making it applicable to the congregation. I am reminded of my morals and given a boost of faith,
through them. It was not until I spoke to my priest that I learned he might look through about
30 books, in order to prepare for the Sunday sermon.
Before the end of mass on Sunday Father O’Brian makes his daily announcements. “My surgery
will be on... in the presbytery.” When I got round to attending the surgery I was intrigued with
what I saw and heard. Hearing what his day entailed made me see the man standing in front of
the congregation in a different light. I often fall into many debates with friends and family about
faith, and it was relieving to hear that Father O’ Brian realises that life is different for young
people as he believes that they have many counter reactions that take up their time.
My respect for my priest purely derives from the fact that after 43 years he can still say “I love
it, I get more out of it than I give.”
...I wonder where that turquoise baseball cap is now?
From Rachel Guillermo
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Being A Sikh
Ask yourself “Who or What am I?”
As a Sikh I am constantly having to ask
this question.

In many ways that makes me feel
very special. I don’t do things just
because it is a fashion. I am told
that as a Sikh, I am a seeker of
truth. That is what the word Sikh
means. Seekers have to study and
find things that are true. Much of
what you are and what you believe
depends on yours ancestors,
your parents, and your values. My
ancestors come from Northern
India, but my parents were not
born there. My values are based
on questioning everything, and not
yielding to fashion or icons. I am
what I can justify. When I am older
I will understand better what it
means to be a Sikh. I hope that
you too will be a seeker of truth.
from Hira Singh, aged 10

Becoming Ethnic...
I come from a small town north of Boston in
Massachusetts. My hometown population is very
homogeneous. My high school graduating class of
130 contained only five Asian students. However, I
grew up unaware of this fact.
My school doesn’t really have any cultural or ethnic
student organizations. As a result, race and diversity
were never considered. We were all very American.
Not until the end of senior year did my friends and
I realize that our “clique” happened to include all of
the Asians. My heavily Caucasian-American environment had actually shielded me from racial issues for
almost my entire life.

Upon starting university, I left my sheltered bubble and entered a much more diverse atmosphere. During
orientation, I went to an event organized by the Asian-American Centre and ended up meeting my best
friends. I had never been around so many Asian peers before, and I started to develop more ethnic pride.
On the other hand, my new Asian friends opened my eyes to racial terms like “fob” (“fresh off the boat”)
and “banana” – yellow on the outside but white on the inside. I actually feel more aware of my ethnicity at
my diverse university than in my very Caucasian hometown. I almost found the Asian cliques at university
to be overwhelming.
On my junior year abroad to London, I have entered yet another phase of my Asian-American experience.
A lot of my friends here happen to be Asian. At the beginning of the year, especially, we would garner curious stares from passers-by as we chatted in our American accents.
Now, my Asian-American friends and I often get hit with random little “ni hao” and “konichiwa” comments
on the street. I get rather insulted, especially since English is the only language that I speak.
When our Latina-American friend joins us, sometimes people can’t even comprehend the fact that a nonAsian would hang around with all Asian girls. London is definitely a cultural melting pot, but the different
cultures don’t seem to interact as much as they could. I try to ignore the racial boundaries, but sometimes
I wish I could go back to the days when the boundaries didn’t exist for me at all.
By Melissa Lee
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Interfaith: A National Imperative
“Multiculturalism is a
disaster”1st says the Chief Rabbi,
Sir Jonathan Sacks.
“Multiculturalism” being the
policy through which the
British government has reacted to
rising levels of immigration in
recent years. According to the
Chief Rabbi, rather than
encouraging “integration”, it is a
policy that has ultimately
resulted in the ethnic
“segregation”of Britain today. The
time has now ultimately come to
take new and drastic measures to
bring these communities into the
mainstream of a proud and united
British society.
There too exists a growing danger
within British Jewry. We live in
critical times, where tensions
between ethnic and religious
communities have become
perilously strained. The
Jewish community has become
almost accustomed to witnessing
itself under ﬁre from extremist
factions, often the more so as an
indirect consequence of the
Arab-Israeli conﬂict. Nonetheless
far from trying to resolve such
issues, most Jews continue to
remain removed from all manner
of debate and inter-religious
discussion. There is, however no
greater time for Jews to take it
upon themselves to educate the
outside world, in order to break
down the key barriers of
misunderstanding that so often
provoke and act as the root cause
of intolerance and anti-Semitism.
One such initiative is the
phenomenon of “interfaith”, an
ideal that is becoming
increasingly more vital for the
Jewish community to take a part
in.
Interfaith activity can take place
in a number of different ways and
caters extensively to the religious
commitments as well as to the
diverse and often conﬂicting
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opinions of those involved.
The most common structure of
interfaith dialogue takes the form
of a discussion panel or forum,
in which religious scholars share
opinions on key religious issues.
However, the greatest outcome of
interfaith dialogue is not simply
the discussions or debates in and
of themselves; rather such an
outcome is witnessed as part of
the newly formed relationships
and common vision of a group of
powerfully minded individuals,
working towards a united British
society. Interfaith transcends the
boundaries on all sides of the
ethnic-religious divide. At a time
when individual members of
society have become so far
removed from the essence of a
British community, interfaith now
offers a tremendous opportunity.

“Being human means being
conscious and being
responsible” Victor Frankl
In a country where many have
become uncomfortable at the
mere mention of the term
“religion”, it seems almost
paradoxical that the very solution
to the dilemma of
multiculturalism lies with religion
at its source. It is now as a
political movement that
interfaith as an ideal is
beginning to gain momentum.
Many politicians and community
leaders are now advocating
interfaith as a solution for
bringing together a fractured
society. One of the underlying
reasons for such recent successes
is due in part to the work of
non-proﬁt organisations working
closely together with politcians in
creating important links between
religious communities. Although
there may be a separation of
“Church and State” in many
Western countries, religious
tradition and heritage can never
be ignored. If political ﬁgures and
parties are prepared to take

the initiative in bringing people
together from all walks of life,
faith backgrounds and
ideologies, interfaith can
certainly begin to enact a new
trend within society.
Interfaith will, in coming years,
prove to be a strong force in
bringing about such fundamental
changes. It can help to generate a
renewed vitality to the now
obsolete policy of
“multiculturalism”. Far from
encouraging individual groups
to remain separate and isolated
within their communities, it not
only respects their individuality
and uniqueness, but at the same
time encourages their absorption
and active participation as part
of a wider community. The Chief
Rabbi and others are now calling
such an ideal an “Interfaith
Imperative” 2nd The growing
question at this moment however,
is not simply what role society
must play over religion, but
rather what role religion can now
play within society.
By Harrison Cohen
Harrison Cohen is President of the
University College London Jewish
Society (UCL Jsoc)
1 Jonathan Sacks, The Home We Build
Together: Recreating Society (2007)
2 Jonathan Sacks, Faith in the Future
(1995)

Calendar of Religious Festivals
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Sunday

Saturday

1
2

3

4

10

11

17

18

24

25
2

Shavout

9
June

Martyrdom of
Guru Arjan

16

Bahman Roj
Parab

23

Jashne Tigan
Quarter Year
Festival

Asalha Puja

30

1

July

7

8

14

15

21

22

28

29

4

5

August

11
18

12
Shahenshai
Navroze

25
1

6

7

8

12

13

14

15

20

21

22

26

27

28

29

3

4

5

6

10

11

12

13

16

17

18

23

24

25

26

31

1

2
9

Dragon Boat
Festival

19

Anniversary of
the Martyrdom
of the Bab

9

Lailat al Miraj

30

6

7

13
20

19

2nd Ramadan
begins

5

26

27

2

3

14

Aspandarmad
Roj Rarab

8
Assumption of
the Blessed
Virgin Mary

Rakasabandan

21

4

Lailut Ul-Barah

22
29

28

5

23

24
Khordad Sal

31

6

7

September

11

12

15

16
23

17

18

19 20

24

25

26

29

17
Janmashtami

Radhastani

10

30

10

30

9

Rosh Hashanah

3
Tisha B’av

Fravardin Roj
Parab

8

22

27

16

15

Paryushana
begins

20

19

13

Ardibehest Roj
Parab

14

International
Day of Peace

21
Lailut-Ul-Qadr

27
28

Navaratri
starts

Baha’i

Hindu

Muslim

Chinese

Jain

Sikh

Christian

Jewish

Zoroastrian
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The ruined shells of castles and the
architectural gems scattered across
Southern Spain invokes a sense of nostalgia
even without recourse to its extraordinary
origins and history. The small Arab army
that swept through the straits of Gibraltar
into the Iberian Peninsula in 711 have left
an indelible mark on the region which the
Moors hailed as the conquest of Al-Andalus
and where we still refer to as Andalusia.
The material legacy still dazzles us with the
14th Century Muslim fortress of Al-hambra,
the white washed towns of Seville and
Granada; paid homage by the thousands of
tourists every year looking to escape into
the mystery of the Moorish Kingdom. It’s not
however just the typified enthusiastic
adventurer armed with an SLR looking to
capture the magic of the lost Arab Kingdom.
Al-Andalus; its past glory and progressive
civilisation is also engraved within the
collective memory of Islam.
For many Muslims and non-Muslims alike
Al-Andalus is hailed as the exemplary model
of a past civilisation, teemed with a spirit of
‘convivencia’- characterised by a living
sense of tolerance between Muslims,
Christians and Jews. Some however claim
that these sentiments are merely idealised
and retort back to what Samuel Huntington
refers to as the civilisational differences
between Islam and the West. For such
observers the age old profound differences
between Islam and the West could not
possibly reconcile to produce what would be
a rebuttal of a master narrative rooted in
fourteen centuries of fear and polemic.
Radical Islamist groups also continuously
refer to the dominant myth of ChristianMuslim relations embedded in warfare to
avenge for the spoils of a bloody past.
Osama bin Laden’s deputy explicitly linked
the carnage of 9/11 with events over half a
millennia old in southern Spain , by
referring, in a post-9/11 broadcast, to “the
tragedy in al-Andalus”. The loss of the
Spanish Muslim Kingdom was indeed a
tragedy but not for the simple minded
reasons of Islamic dominance al-Qaeda
espouses.
08
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It was in Spain
during the ninth
century that the set of
circumstances unfolded to
narrate the persistent
Western reaction to Islam.
The crusading idea that was
fixated on Islam as a geopolitical problem was given
renewed papal validation in the
final struggle of the Catholic
Monarchs of Castile and Aragon for
the reconquest of the Emirate of
Granada. As L. P. Harvey, historian
of the last period of Islamic Spain
asserts, it was the success of the
‘reconquista’ of Andalucia that led
the Kings of Portugal and Castile to
give unqualified support to the
outré mer expansion of their
respective realms.’(Harvey,1990)
As the Christian flag unfurled over the
al-Hambra’s watchtower, the troops of
Ferdinand and Isabella marked the end
of almost 800 years of Islamic rule in
Spain. What followed was forced
conversions to Christianity; unprecedented religious intolerance during the
Inquisition; the mass expulsion of Jews
and by 1609 of all Muslims. The brutally
redemptive reconquest of Christian lands
together with the intolerant and
aggressive Wahhabi fundamentalism of
al-Qaeda; both stand miles apart from
the pluralist society that was Muslim
Andalus.
The interaction between Christians,
Muslims and Jews had profound benefits
for the intellectual and cultural development of Andalusian society. The diversity
of religious beliefs brought forth a
cultural whirlpool of influences from
Greece, Persia, India, Arabia and Africa.
Christian monks from across Europe were
lured into the midst of a brilliant and
flourishing civilisation. Here was
ninth-century evidence of the merging
Mozarabic culture of Andalusian Christianity; a Christianity, that in literary,
liturgical and architectural styles was
embodied upon Arab conventions.

The shared
theological concerns
and common language
found in philosophy
between the three faiths
also amply warrants the use
of the term ‘covivencia’
ascribed to this period. The
Jewish philosopher Maimonides
declared in his Guide for the
Perplexed that ‘It was from the
Arabs that our co-religionists
borrowed whatever they
borrowed, and it was their
method that they followed’
(Pines,1963). Christians made
equal use of the tradition of Arab
Islamic philosophy, quoting the
great masters from al-Farabi, ibn
Sina (Avicenna) and ibn Rushd
(Averroes) in several works.

The dominant historical narratives continue
to fuel the increasingly vitriolic debates
about Islam and the West often by characterising periods of Islamic rule as ghastly
episodes of intolerance and unrelenting
oppression, usually exemplified by a handful
of instances. The cultural interchange
witnessed in Andalus did not emanate from
a society one can call an absolute utopia.
However to marginalise this period as
belonging to a malign and ‘different’
civilisation according to 21st century ideals
lacks a salient contextual understanding.
Whilst the rest of Europe at this time was
still caught between the Dark Ages faced
with limited material cultural achievements, Muslim rule in Andalucia was in fact
relatively closer to a dynamic and interactive utopia.

The current insistence on seeing
profound differences between Islam
and the West do leave some thinkers
to view the so-called convivencia
established under Islamic polity as a
gross misinterpretation of facts,
attributing this to a sense of romanticised idealism. Often examples are
cited between those poets or philosophers who engaged in efforts to
reconcile the common scriptural roots
of Islam with Christianity or Judaism
whilst on the other hand proffering
support for the ‘reconquista’.
Ramon Lull, a Majorcan born medieval
philosopher substantiates the use of such
parallels. Lull’s attempts to find mystical
linkages between Islam and Christianity
are declared by some thinkers as
irrelevant due to his support for the
Crusades ‘to take the Cross’ back to the
Christian lands: Jerusalem and Andalusia.
However as David Kerr asserts in
Christian-Muslim relations: Lessons from
History, ‘Medieval Christendom itself
oscillated between these two poles, and
though its dominant mode of encountering
Islam centred around the latter, the
former was never entirely abandoned’
(Kerr, 2002).

www.deenislam.co.uk/gallery/spain/spain.html

Continue...

Geographically
Spain; Latin speaking
yet under Islamic rule
was on the frontier of the
Muslim and Christian
worlds. Therefore to deny
the occurrence of a lively
cultural and intellectual
exchangewould be to deny the
important contributions that
non-Christian communities have
made to European life and
culture. The intense conflict of
different forces, needs, drives,
internal and external constraints
results in one of the ironies of
medieval Western history. At
certain times and for different
reasons, whilst Islam was met
with the crusader’s zeal in some
parts of Europe, simultaneously, as
in the case of Andalus; Islam and
Christianity, for instance, counted on
one another for a mutual sense of
self-examination and selfactualisation.
The active translation movement
under Andalucian governance in Spain,
where works of philosophy, literature
and science were translated from
Arabic into Latin meant that these
works were able to circulate widely
throughout Western Europe. The growing
intellectual ferment led Western philosophers such as Thomas Aquinas to explicitly
refer to ibn Sina as the authoritative
building block of his thoughts. Aquinas’
exposure to such works however, was not
a process of mere absorption; but
challenged him to examine and actualise
Christianity as a reaction to ibn Rushd’s
opinions. Hence whether the relationship
between Christian or Muslim philosophers
was one of ambivalence, the extent of
Islamic influence should not be refuted, as
was the fact that the monotheistic faiths
could not flourish in isolation of one
another
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The lack of a
dominant Western
discourse surrounding
the influence of Islamic
cultural, scientific and
technological forces; paving
the way for later European
sophistication needs to be
addressed. The extreme
manifestations of Islam today are
counterpoised by the evident
tradition of convivencia, in which
Muslims have searched with
Christians and Jews for a common
language of faith. However to
address today’s perceived tragic
breakdown between Islam ad the
West, the dominant historical
narratives needs to open itself to
dialogue with non-western
experience. Definitions such as the
‘Clash of Civilisations’ are based upon
a premise that a common future can
not be sought from civilisations
destined to clash.
The lively commerce between Muslims,
Christians and Jews, endured thorough
centuries on the southern and eastern
shores of the Mediterranean requires a
contextual global understanding of
history; where no meta-narrative can be
applied to all situations. Solidarities
have continuously been undermined by
either fundamentalisms on all sides or
relentless colonial narratives that
pronounce against Islam an essence of
‘otherness’, that have obscured parallel
developments in the social and religious
spheres on the opposite sides of the
Mediterranean for over fourteen
centuries. Shared theological concerns
and mutual contributions of Islam,
Christianity and Judaism, that European
Christians and Jews later drew upon to
create the modern West, creates solid
ground to declare more civilised
similarities than differences. The hope
today is that historians and commentators
on Western civilisation and Islam look to
these parallels for the organising
principles of contemporary thought.
By Zehra Yas
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Faith in Leadership
Nationwide hunt for next generation of
Faith Leaders launched!
Interact readers urged to apply!
Britain’s next generation of
young faith leaders are to be
talent-spotted and offered free
places on a specially designed
£11,000 per head leadership
course, backed by -amongst
others - the Archbishop of
Canterbury, the Chief Rabbi and
the President of the Hindu Forum of
Britain.
The course, entitled Faith in
Leadership, has been specially
developed for 24-30 year olds by some
of the leading thinkers in the ﬁelds of
leadeship and human resources, and
in conjunction with organisations
representing the main British
religious movements including
Christians, Jews, Muslims, Hindus
and Sikhs.
Participants will be readied to
become inspirational leaders
within and beyond their own
communities. Faith in Leadership
is based on the recognition that
effective faith leaders can have
a profound impact on very large
numbers of people. It aims to
channel this inﬂuence to build
social cohesion and tackle
anti-social behaviour.
Director of Faith in
Leadership, Krish Raval, hopes
that by training the faith
leaders a day working with
disadvantaged young the faith
leaders of the future side by
side he and his colleagues will
be able to build strong bonds
between them, as they take
up lay and clerical leadership
roles within their respective
communities.
The course – based around
developing skills, methods
and attitudes widely

recognised as crucial to leadership across the private sector
- will include two days of residential study, a day working with
disadvantaged young people in
an inner city comprehensive, and
a high level seminar at Lambeth
Palace.
“Faith leaders can inspire us
through thoughts, words and
deeds. They can promote
attitudes which bring us together,
help us to respond effectively to
social change and understand our
interdependency.
“Our dream scenario is that we
ﬁnd we have coached the future
Archbishops of Canterbury and
Westminster, side by side with
the future
Chief Rabbi and the Imam of
Regent’s Park Mosque, as well as
perhaps future faith charity
directors, national religion
editors and community workers.
By learning together, we hope the
next generation of faith leaders
will grow together and form
bonds of trust which will serve
us all in years to come” says Mr
Raval.
Faith in Leadership is open to
applications from 24-30 year olds
from any of the major religious
movements, able to demonstrate
a commitment to their
community and the potential for
leadership.

The deadline for applications
is 2nd July 2008.
For further information
please see the back page
advert or visit
www.faithinleadership.org.
Interact Summer 2008
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World’s Religions at the V&A
The Victoria and Albert Museum has extensive collections from South Asia and the Far East
and has just opened the new beautifully designed Jameel Gallery of Islamic Art. It also has
collections rich in European and Judaeo-Christian cultures, many on show in the recently
opened Sacred Silver and Stained Glass Gallery.These galleries are rich with objects associated with many of the world’s religions. Our editroial team describe what they saw and
learnt, on their Christian-Muslim Tour of the museums Sacred Objects.

“The Christian and Muslim artwork at the V&A gave
us an insight into how the creative process is another form of spiritual expression and devotion. The
artwork did not merely serve aesthetic purposes but
communicated the word of God.

“Tucked into the corner of one glass case in the
collection of Islamic objects is a silver chalice, inset
with calligraphic figures, which could easily be
thought an item used in Muslim worship. In fact,
it was created by Muslin craftsmen but presented
to the Reverend father at the monastery of Dayr
al-Madfan between 1250 and 1350 AD. Likewise,
the museum displays a church vestment made for
Armenian priests between 1600 and 1650 AD by
Muslim garment-makers. Though the vestment is
stitched with the vegetal, abstracted patterns that
are characteristic of Islamic artwork, the figures of
Jesus on the cross, Mary, the Disciple John, and the
angel Gabriel are all depicted on its back and two
front panels. (Rachel Stark)
While the subjects of the stained glass are all human,
the scenes still contain a great deal of symbolism. I
learned about the practical reasons why the Virgin
Mary’s halo is depicted as a flat disc (because artists
hadn’t yet discovered perspective), the halo also
represents the sun. I liked this symbol coupled with
the subtle but important image of Mary sitting on
a crescent moon representing chastity and beauty.
On the surface, Muslim and Christian art are drastically dissimilar, but when you look deeper, you can
discover the same reverent use of symbolism and
beauty. (Melissa)
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“The religious art work was enlightening and
directed me to a path of new understanding and appreciation of both Christianity and Islam.” (Rosa S)

“Located in the Jameel Gallery, amongst its beautiful
objects embedded with magnificent calligraphy, and
eye wandering patterns inspired by plants, lies a large
carpet encased in a glass box. The Ardabil Carpet has
been preserved for so long that the light which makes
the carpet more detailed to the human eye can only
be switched on every hour for a matter of seconds.
There is more to what meets the eye. Our tour
guide, explained the meaning of the stylish floral
patterns of the combination of green, yellow and
red woven carpet. On the forefront it looks like a
garden, however it is the connotation which makes it
interesting. In the Qu’ran the gardens are represented
as paradise, containing four channels; pure water, pure
milk, wine and honey, and it is a reminder that it can
be the reward for those who are faithful and live their
religion. (Rachel G)

Pangea Day
Reforming One
World through Films
London is the most diverse city in
the world. Here, in the shadows
of Tower Bridge, the Gherkin, St.
Paul’s Cathedral and Buckingham
Palace, a seemingly endless
parade of cultures frequent every
street, meeting, mixing and
interacting - and the world
celebrates it. Yet, with all its
diversity, London is also a city
of great divides, not least on
university campus’. Over the last
few months I have heard several
stories of student gatheringsturned-battles occurring often
when students of two different
faiths are brought to discuss a
particular issue. After attending
the first Pangea Day on 10th May
2008 Rachel Speers was moved by
the approach to use storytelling
as a way to resolve conflict and
meet.
On Saturday, 10 May 2008, with
the first ever Pangea Day,
filmmaker Jehane Noujaim and an
incredible dream of collaborators
proposed one solution: stories.
In London, Los Angeles, Cairo,
Rio de Janeiro, Mumbai, Kigali
and literally all over the world,
people of drastically different
cultures, upbringings, values
and faiths watched, at the same
time, a series of films, interviews
and concerts meant to tell the
stories of different cultures in a
way that encourages
understanding and acceptance.
It is never enough for cultures to
simply occupy the same space;
after all, we all occupy the same
earth, a tiny part of a galaxy
that is only one of many galaxies
in the universe. Peace cannot
flourish until we - people of all
cultures, from all different
backgrounds and with all
different beliefs and goals - can
come to understand one another.
And it is through sharing our
stories that we reach that
understanding.

After all, storytelling is universal,
and it seems that humans
everywhere long to be understood
and to understand. We connect
through stories because we are,
extraordinarily, able to identify
with the experiences of others by
relating them to our own.
what they have been through.
The men who attend these
meetings have seen enough
of conflict and no longer wish
to contribute to the violence
stemming from it, whatever the
causes of that violence. They
often attend their first
meeting unsure of what to
expect, but overwhelmingly, the
group’s members realize how
wrong the assumptions they hold
about those they have been
fighting are; they have more
in common with their former
enemies than not.
So if everyone shared their
stories, where might that take us?
Those whose beliefs seem too
radically different to ever coexist
peacefully can do so, as Pangea
Day’s incredible success showed
in London and across the globe.
In several of the twenty-four films
that played in the courtyard of
London’s Somerset House, human
beings shared experiences with
those we might never have
expected would turn a listening
ear.
Perhaps the best example of a
group of people who have
overcome incredible differences
is the organisation called
Combatants for Peace, which
brings together Israeli and
Palestinian combatants - people
who may once have aimed
weapons at each other - to share
their stories and to learn to
understand one another.
Following clips from a
documentary on the group filmed
by Noujaim, who dreamed up
Pangea Day, the groups’
co-founders spoke to the world
live from London.
Rather than becoming yet another
ideological battleground on which

the facts and politics that have
led to years of violence continue
to clash, the group’s meetings
provide a forum for
ex-combatants to share who they
are and Yonatin Shapira, a
co-founder of the organisation
(along with Bassam Aramin),
lost his mother and brother on
the day of the event to gunfire
during a peace protest they were
attending, and yet he still sat on
the stage erected in London and
spoke hopefully about the power
of people’s stories to spread
peace.
Just as the stories of Israeli
combatants have been able to
communicate similarity to
Palestinian fighters, and
vice-versa, Pangea Day’s films
communicated some of mankind’s
most poignant stories to people
who come from an infinite variety
of backgrounds and heritages.
Each and every film did its part to
communicate love, hope, and a
reason to change the world.
One event or one story doesn’t
change everything - it hardly
comes close. But it can sow
a seed in one mind that might
inspire action, and that action,
put with other actions, can
redirect a whole society over
time. Perhaps the lesson that
London can learn, from this event
and others, is that we - those
of all cultures and faiths - must
allow ourselves to be brought
together by the experiences we
have shared, rather than divided
by the differences we perceive.
People all over the world have
been fighting over the several
sides to our conflicts for longer
than we can seem to remember;
why not try something new? Let’s
celebrate the opportunities we
have to bring different and even
warring cultures together; let’s
use them as opportunities to
share our stories.
Saturday 10th May 2008 was the
world’s first ever Pangea Day; for
more information or to watch the
films visit www.pangeaday.org
Interact Summer 2008
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Can art change the world?

This question was posed by a
group of panellists after the
screening of Mark Dornford May’s
ﬁlm ‘Son of Man’ at South Africa
House in Trafalgar Square. The
atmosphere in the room had
changed signiﬁcantly since the
ﬁlm had ﬁnished. One had the
sense that we had just been
witness to something great, an
incredibly beautiful and dramatic
cinematic experience. So we truly
felt at that moment in time, that
yes, art deﬁnitely has the power
to change the world.
‘Son of Man’ is the story of the
life of Jesus against the backdrop
of modern volatile Africa. Now,
before you go running for the
door, this is not the shambles that
was the recent BBC production,
where Jesus and his apostles were
the clean white foreigners, who
looked like they had just come
from another country rather than
a few hours north of Jerusalem
with an Irish Pilate to confuse the
story further. Or for that matter,
it is not remotely like the
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In the same room where there is
a heap of slaughtered children in
the corner Gabriel reveals to Mary
that she will give birth to Jesus.
This is a shocking scene which is
reminiscent of ‘Hotel Rwanda’ or
reports of the current regime in
Zimbabwe. Using Africa instead
of the Holy Land is an effective
and extremely powerful way of
portraying the life of Jesus. We
are plunged into the uncertain
and dangerous life that Jesus
experienced two thousand years
ago but can relate to it far
more strongly within its modern
context.

.indd 1

controversial Mel Gibson
production with alleged
undertones of antisemitism.
‘Son of Man’ is fresh and not only
appeals to Christians but a much
wider audience too. It is not only
telling the story of Jesus but
also the politically unstable and
dangerous state of many modern
African countries.

The ancient story in the
contemporary setting worked
harmoniously throughout the
ﬁlm and not once was there an
awkward compromise made.
The ﬁlm photography was a
masterpiece and the casting
superb. Gabriel and the angels
were played by children. Not only
were they breathtaking dressed in
pure white loincloths with two
glistening feathers set against the

ebony of their chest and painted
in white tribal paint, but their
age communicated the image of
innocence and purity of angels
perfectly. Mary was a dynamic,
powerful almost militant lady, a
refreshing change to the weak
narrative afterthought in which
she is usually played. Jesus is
strong, joyful and human as
opposed to the emotionless, quiet
monk-like cardboard cut-out
portrayals we are used to. Lastly,
the apostles actually have
characters, not just faceless
people following in an anonymous
crowd behind Jesus.

The successful casting brought
home the message that the Bible
consists essentially of stories,
parables, thoughts and
experiences of human existence.
Whether you are a Christian and
believe the Bible is Holy Scripture
or you are not, and believe it is
the most highly overrated book
there ever was, you cannot deny
that there are some amazing
stories within it. These storiesand
metaphors have been used time
and again in both secular and
religious literature, artwork and
ﬁlm.
In this particular instance the
story of Jesus has allowed us to
experience and understand a
little better about life in some of
Africa, a life we can easily forget
about when the media diverts our
attention elsewhere. The ‘Son of
Man’ brought the message home
with even more strength through
the vehicle of a story we already
know so well. This is where art
can really make a difference, it
can make a voice be heard, a

story be told and raise an
awareness for those silenced.
By Rosa Speers

DVD will be released shortly. For
more information visit
www.sonofmanmovie.com
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Persepolis
A different kind of
comic book hero
Marjane Satrapi’s poignant
graphic novel “Persepolis” makes
a seamless transition to animated
ﬁlm. The movie and the memoir
on which it is based follow
Marjane’s (Chiara Mastroianni)
life from childhood to adulthood
as she experiences the Islamic
revolution in Iran. This ﬁlm
shows how religion can become
distorted. In the beginning,
young Marjane dreams of
becoming a prophet and
wholeheartedly supports the Shah
because she learns in school that
he was appointed by God.

an animated picture. The movie
is able to glide effortlessly from
moments of everyday humor to
heartrending glimpses of tragedy.
Most of the ﬁlm is in black-andwhite, an appropriate testament
to the muted tones of the graphic
novel. The animation makes the
storyline more interesting and
accessible to a wider audience.
The graphics are also successful
at relaying horriﬁc events without
being lurid.
Music, which becomes banned
in Marjane’s world, plays an
important role in setting mood.
However, the song “Eye of the
Tiger” makes a jarring
appearance in one scene.
Also, the plot can get a little
confusing, especially since Satrapi says there are six hundred
characters. The ending is slightly
abrupt, too, but the ﬁlm still
shines overall.

As she witnesses religious
extremists creating destruction
around her, though, her faith
begins to crumble. The
revolution, the Iraqi invasion,
and her escape to Vienna provide
a mesmerizing backdrop to her
coming-of-age story.
The portrayal of Marjane’s
character is refreshing. Rather
than a ﬂawless heroine, she is
an outspoken, impressionable,
and rebellious young woman who
makes mistakes. She is a real
person to whom one can easily
relate.
“Persepolis” shows great
emotional depth, especially for
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Satrapi is one of the co-directors,
along with comic book artist
Vincent Paronnaud. According to
her interview, she received
several offers to adapt her
book into a movie, including an
outrageous opportunity to feature
Jennifer Lopez as her mother and
Brad Pitt as her father.
However, she felt uncomfortable
turning over her story to someone
else, and the ﬁnished product
shows why. Together, Satrapi
and Paronnaud keep the ﬁlm
extremely close to the original
source. The movie really brings
each frame of the graphic novel
to life.
Just as high quality as the book,
“Persepolis” was nominated for
a 2008 Academy Award for Best
Animated Feature Film of the
Year. The movie has also been
nominated for and has won
several other awards, ranging
from the British Film Institute
Awards to the Cannes Film
Festival.

The novel, a must-read in itself,
includes many interesting details
that do not ﬁt into a ninety-ﬁve
minute ﬁlm. The movie serves
not as a replacement but as an
excellent companion to the book.
The motion picture is a rich and
skillful masterpiece that does an
exceptional job of bringing
Marjane Satrapi’s story to life.
Both the book and the movie
are originally in French. English
subtitles or a dubbed version is
available now at cinemas. The
memoir has been translated into
English.
By Melissa Lee

Persepolis A ﬁlm by Marjane Satrapi &
Vincent Paronnaud
Pictures: © 2007 Sony Pictures Classics.
All rights reserved

Steve McCurry’s Asia
Struggling and
Hopeful

Portraits by Steve McCurry

Pocketed away on the ground
ﬂoor of number 63 on Grey Gee
Street is a room full of faces.
Their eyes meet the viewer’s
directly, wide and written with
meaning about their life stories.
An orphan girl stares plaintively
up at the camera, and a little boy
covered in dust holds his arms
around his swollen belly in two
tight V’s, shoulder to shoulder.
The ﬁrst commercial exhibition of
the photographs of Steve McCurry,
the celebrated photojournalist
whose images have appeared in
National Geographic, Time and
Newsweek among other
publications, appeared in the
Magnum Print Room this April
and May. Images of the hope,
the beauty and, most often,
the destitution of Asia lined the
crisp, white room, priced in the
thousands of pounds. One photo
is priced at £8,700; McCurry’s
famous photograph of an Afghan
refugee girl with piercing green
eyes is priced on request only.

But the worth of these
photographs, beyond the printed
list that a young man handed me
as I walked into the room, is in
the message they convey here in
London, far from their subjects’
struggles in Asia.
In 1979, at the request of Afghan
refugees he met in Pakistan,
McCurry travelled into
Afghanistan, a yet-unknown
photographer dressed as a native.
Eventually he returned carrying
– sewn into his clothes to protect
them from conﬁscation – rolls of
ﬁlm carrying the stories, in
images, of the Russian
occupation. When they were
released, McCurry’s photographs
exposed for the ﬁrst time the
suffering of a people whose
nationality is now a household
word. And as talk of the Taliban,
the Shi’a and Sunni conﬂicts and
the unrest in the Middle East
continues to circulate, many of
the images that deﬁne how we
see Afghanistan continue to be
those taken by McCurry.
A group of men sit casually
around an open ﬁre in a house
with three walls and no roof, in
what seems a city of ghosts. The
city is Herat, and every building
in sight is a rooﬂess, wrecked hut.
In another shot, this one taken
in Kabul, a young man displays
oranges for sale, spreading them
across the boot of a doorless,
wheel-less car pocketed with
rusting bullet holes – it may be
that images like McCurry’s have
more power than words do to sum
up the plight of a culture. In
the portrait of a young refugee
you may see only a hint of the
violence that has driven her from
her country, but she – and each
of the people whose striking
portraits McCurry captures – is
undeniably human, and these
photographs ask us as viewers to
relate to her.
The emotional power of such
images translates a conﬂict into
terms we can understand more

quickly than words and, in many
cases, more strongly. It was
photography by McCurry and
others, rather than word-ofmouth and journalism, which ﬁrst
moved the public conscience in
the case of Afghanistan’s Russian
population, and images continue
to play a large role in deciding
the social issues that capture our
attention and receive our aid.
Photographs like McCurry’s have
worth because they connect their
viewers to their subjects and, one
can hope, inspire understanding
and perhaps even action.
Photographs themselves cannot
rebuild the lives of the people
whose stories they tell, but
McCurry, his sister, Bonnie
V’Soske, and two other men have
set up a charity which promises to
do its part for the cultures whose
stories are depicted in McCurry’s
work. Beginning with Bamiyan,
a city largely inhabited by the
oppressed Shi’a Hazara people,
ImagineAsia works to provide
education and some other
necessities such as health care to
some of Afghanistan’s politically
weakest cultures. The
organisation employs teachers
and fund learning facilities which
help empower Hazaras as they
continue to struggle against the
oppression of the Sunni Taliban.
Ultimately, McCurry’s images are
as much about hope as they are
about sorrow. Beyond the rubble
of Kabul and Herat, McCurry ﬁnds
a blue-green ﬁeld of poppies and
mountains in muted colours, an
elegant backdrop to the work of a
young girl who, though serious in
their expression, wears a cheerful
string of bright beads. A man
crouches with a woman outside
of a breathtaking, jewel blue
mosque in Mazar-i-Sharif, feeding
a ﬂock of doves. The man smiles,
sifting seed in his hands. The sun
lights his warm face. White doves
burst into the sky.
If you are interested in supporting
ImagineAsia visit www.imagine-asia.org

By Rachel Stark
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Islam’s Call of Love
Jalaluddin Rumi: Islam’s Call of Love

As the best selling poet in
the USA today, Rumi’s work
is nothing short of having
a mass universal appeal.
Madonna and Goldie Hawn are
amongst a string of celebrity
followers having recorded
a Rumi CD; Donna Karen’s
main creative attraction
of a fashion show used a
narration of Rumi’s poetry
as music to the ears of her
onlookers. So commercially
viable have Rumi’s verses
become, that audio books

are aimed to offer escapism
from the fast paced life
of New York. The greatly
acclaimed Mercan Dede a
Turkish/Canadian musician
has been fusing the rhythms
of Turkish Suﬁsm with
western house and techno
beats, working with the
rave scene and International
Suﬁ musicians alike.
It begs the question of how in
a world of Islamic stereotypes
that have haunted the West
since the Middle Ages,
Rumi, a classically trained
Muslim cleric, is revered by
many as a so-called New
Age Guru with the ‘incrowd’ of haute couture
and subsequent panacea
to American materialism.
There is much confusion
surrounding the term Suﬁsm,
also referred to as Islamic
mysticism and its relationship
with Islam. Perhaps this
would explain why Rumi’s
verses are exalted as the
sweetness of Suﬁsm’s pool
of spirituality and beauty,
whilst Islam is kept distinctly
separate from the reality.
Ironically this view is also
strengthened by the modern
revivalists of Islam; known
in the mass media as
fundamentalists. Those who
are critical of the beliefs and
practices associated with
Suﬁsm often view it as an
internal threat to their own
dogmatic prescriptions of
what should encompass Islam.

Photographs by Chris Christoforou / Feel Good Images
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alike, as the ‘supreme genius
of Islamic Mysticism’.

Fundamentalist resistance
to Suﬁsm is aptly conveyed
by the Wahabi movement
in Arabia from early 1800s;
standing at the forefront
as progenitor of today’s
www.interact-uk.org.uk

truth is manifested in a
uniﬁcation with the self;
that will ultimately bring
unity with the Beloved. For
the essence of Suﬁsm, the
Divine Truth is only reﬂected
from ‘knowing thyself’ to
become intoxicated in Divine
love. The soul, kept away
from its reality and ultimate
source of its being, aspires
to the meeting where the
lover and Beloved are one.

Photographs by Chris Christoforou / Feel Good Images

‘Terrorism’, ‘Violence’,
‘Bin Laden’, ‘Extremists’;
these are just a few of the
negative buzzwords that
often follow the word Islam
splashed in bold ink adorning
tabloids to broadsheets.
Less do we hear however,
about the intoxication of
love; the dance of whirling
dervishes seeking to reach
ecstasy; and mystical love
poetry. One such legend
and exponent of the latter
was a 13th Century Suﬁ
philosopher known as Jalal
al-din Rumi, hailed by many
Muslims and non-Muslims

fundamentalism. Claiming
religious legitimacy amongst
the stiﬂing politics of
tribalism, on coming to power
the declared idolatrous tombs
of Suﬁ saints were destroyed
in an act to suppress the
heretical practice of the
Suﬁs. The literalist dogma
of fundamentalist exponents
are however belied by
millions of Muslims around
the world, through various
expressions of poetry, art,
songs meditation; all of which
are intrinsically tied to the
spirituality within Islam.
However the strategic success
of powerful authoritarian
movements, backed my
Saudi petro-dollars has
enabled a narrative of
Islam that excludes the Suﬁ
tradition to be propagated
on a worldwide scale. The
abomination of practices
that do not cohere with
the selective texts chosen
by fundamentalists to
deﬁne Islam, leaves no
room for competing visions

of religious truth and the
varied expressions of Islam
manifest in Rumi’s poetry.
Born in Balkh (modern day
Afghanistan) Rumi rests in
a sacred tomb in Konya,
Turkey, where he lived for
decades before his death
in 1273. It was not until
Rumi was 37 that marked
his transformation. Upon
meeting the enigmatic Shamsi-Tabriz, who was to become
Rumi’s closest companion
and spiritual guide, Rumi; a
scholar and theologian was
to become the author of
the largest corpus of lyrical
poetry in Persian literature.
Following the death of his
spiritual master Shamsi-Tabriz, Rumi’s longing
to be to united with his
most trusted companion
materialised in an outpouring
of ecstatic poetry. However
as the verses cry out in
estrangement and bitter
sweet agony, marked by
his vivid use of metaphor
and ambiguity, the eternal

Rumi’s dialectic of love
oscillates between separation
and union; yearning and
ecstasy; sobriety and
drunkenness. The journey
of the mystic, in his quest
for freedom; that surpasses
any conventional sense of
freedom, is to acknowledge
the pain of separation from
the Beloved. The taste of the
Divine within this interplay
can only be felt, according
to popular Suﬁsm, thorough
experiencing ‘A thousand
ﬁres and smokes and
heartaches all named Love!’
His poetical expressions
frequently point to love as
God’s motive for creation.
However, Rumi denied
any easy categorisations
of himself, neither as a
philosopher or a poet.
This level of unorthodoxy
is reﬂected through his
creative style, free from
convention and adorned in
the symbolism of music and
dance; to the extent that
his poetry has been recited
both in solitary reading
and ritual performance
by Suﬁs worldwide.
Historical opposition to
Suﬁsm and most of its
Interact Summer 2008
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Oriental literature, has often
divorced its practices from
its Islamic context. Often
on the assumption that
Islam is subject to the harsh
legal code of the Sharia,
and Suﬁsm to fall outside
of any legal code or law.
Such abridged accounts are
however misleading, lending
support to arguments that
attribute the origins of Suﬁsm
to external, philosophical
sources outside of Islam.
The fact is however, it is
the Qu’ran that provides the
raw materials of spiritual
practice for Suﬁs. More
speciﬁcally to be Muslim
or Suﬁ, one submits to
God by acknowledging the
Shahadah (declaration of
the unity of God); having
faith in the perfectibility
of human nature as taught
in the Qur’an; and striving
after spiritual perfection,
‘worshipping God as if they
see Him’. For the mystic
therefore, God is the unifying
object of this reality; and the
only object of love. When
Rumi wrote ‘At every instant
and from every side, resounds
the call of Love’, it embodied
the teachings of Suﬁsm, not
as a doctrine but as a Way.
Traversing the path of Suﬁsm
adds to the Sharitte practices
of outward observance of
rites and devotional acts;
with the inner observance
of spiritual practices. The
knowledge a Suﬁ seeks is
essentially to experience the
reality and living presence
of God. This is enacted
in Rumi’s dancing Dervish
orders; acting as the medium
04
20
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to personally experience
the Divine from within.
The ‘Whirling Dervishes’ as
commonly termed, dressed in
gowns of brilliant white from
head to toe; the gowns in full
spin create what resembles
a whirlwind of light as they
gracefully twirl into a gravity
defying trance-like state. The
‘sama’ or spiritual oratorio
is entrenched in symbolism.
The rounds of movement
represent universal law in
nature; the planets turning
around the sun and their
own centre. The dancers are
divided in two semi-circles;
representing the spiral of
descent or undulation of
the soul into matter, and
the other of ascent; the
Soul’s unity with God.
The Rumi legacy continues
today, despite attempted
blocks from Turkish
ofﬁcialdom as the Order
of Dervishes is kept alive
from inherited traditional
knowledge passed down a
chain Suﬁ Sheikhs (teachers).
Suﬁsm has inspired a whole
tradition of poetry, music,
ﬁne arts and brotherhoods
around the world. The
differences in culture and
various vernaculars have
inﬂuenced the manifestations
of these Suﬁ traditions in
different ways, however
the underlying principles
of initiation and spiritual
direction remain the same.

has existed throughout
Islam’s history between the
stern legal-minded exclusivist
perspective of some Islamic
scholars and jurists and that
of the Suﬁs. If jurisprudence
depended on the rationality
inherent in the Greek
philosophical heritage, the
Suﬁs have depended on the
faculty of the ‘imagination’
(khayal); perceived through
the panorama of the soul.
What is clear however is that
the primary concern of most
Suﬁs is to attribute no history
to Suﬁsm apart from what
is inextricably joined to the
Qur’an and teachings of the
Prophet Muhammad (pbuh);
actualising the fullness of
Islam whilst seeking the
transcendent dimension
to experience the reality
of God. As the famous Suﬁ
saying goes ‘That there are
as many individual paths as
there are men seeking God’.
By Zehra Yas

Although the thread of Islamic
spirituality is discernible
across the whole of the
Islamic world, from Indonesia
to Morocco, a distinct tension
Interact Summer 2008
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North London Central Mosque

Imam Ahmed Mohammed Saad

challenge that has not only been
overcome but achieved with
great success. Whilst we sat with
the splendid dome rising above
us, the Imam Ahmed Mohammed
Saad told us about the extensive
projects and groups active within
the Mosque.
Although I knew taking off my
shoes was essential when entering a mosque, it felt somewhat
strange as I am used to wearing
my shoes in church, yet in some
sense it felt comforting as my
feet came in contact with the
carpet.
Walking up the stairs I didn’t
know what to expect, so as I
walked through the door I was
amazed at how spacious the
room was. It was so different
to the church, in terms of being
minimalistic, but the consistent
pattern on the carpet made up
for that, alongside the beautiful
structure of the mosque, particularly focusing on the dome in the
middle of the ceiling.
The media has told us much
about the former reputation
of the North London Central Mosque, yet it has barely
reported on the transformation
it has undergone more recently.
Our trip was a wonderful discovery of hope, progression
and promise. The great sense
of warmth and welcome we
received within the Mosque
completely shattered the more
widely known visions of a hatred
fuelled institution. This stigma has
been hard to eradicate by the
fact that the media are not interested in covering such a positive
story and also the rebuilding of
trust and relations among the
community has been more than
a great challenge. However, it is a

It is an incredibly dynamic place
and serves so many different
purposes. One goes there to be
educated, to pray, to contemplate, to socialise, to celebrate
and so many more things. There
seemed to be a great understanding that it was a community
within a wider one and actively
built bridges of understanding
and interaction with other faiths
and cultures. My only criticism
was that there was an air of apology and self deprecation which
haunted the Mosque because
of its past. The North London
Central Mosque should not be
apologising for anything, it should
be held up as an example to the
rest of the London community
in its incredible achievements
and ongoing work. It is nurturing
wisdom, tolerance, understanding and social cohesion. With
figures such as the Imam leading
the way, I am rest assured that
the Mosque is supported by a
framework of people with fine
minds and noble hearts.
“Visiting a mosque was something that I had never expected
to do in my life, much less on my
year abroad to London. I went
into the experience knowing
very little about what happens
in a mosque, and I came out in
awe at the vibrancy of the community.”
By Melissa, Rosa and Rachel G
Interact Summer 2008
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Religious Games ?
The Olympics are often
criticised for being a political
stage. The athletes and the
sporting achievements are
sometimes overshadowed by
political issues surrounding
the countries involved or the
country hosting the games.
This year is no exception.
The modern Olympics are
so fraught with the tension
between politics and sport
that many forget the religious
origins of the games dating
back to Ancient Greece.
The Olympics functioned as
a meeting place for worship.
The games celebrated the
cult of Zeus as he was considered the most important
of all the gods. He was the
supreme being of wisdom
and determined the fate of
man and the moral order
of the world. The temple of
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Zeus dominated the ancient
site of Olympia where the
games were performed. The
award ceremony at the end
of the games was held in the
temple and the crowning
wreath given to the victor
was considered sacred.
Pilgrims travelled to the
event along with athletes,
musicians, artists and scholars. They travelled protected
under the Olympic Truce. The
Truce was a treaty signed
by kings from neighbouring
countries allowing peace to
prevail during the period of
the Olympic Games. This
assured the travellers to the
games a safe passage both
there and back. These were
all men however as the Olympics were considered an
event too serious and solemn
for women to participate

or be a spectator. Women
who disobeyed this order
were promptly thrown off a
cliff. As soon as the Olympic
festival was declared over, the
conflicts and wars resumed
as usual.
It seems almost ironic today
that the Olympic Games
which were born out of sacred belief are being hosted
by a country famed for its religious intolerance. Although
the Truce is a concept which
the International Olympic
Committee (IOC) looks
to uphold, the spirit of the
original Truce seems almost
extinguished as another
shipment of arms is sent to
Sudan from China. Let’s hope
that at least some principles
of peace,
By Rosa Speers

Sikhism

The Sikh scripture is called Guru
Granth Sahib. It is given the same
respect as a living person. For
most Sikhs it is our living teacher.
We bow to it as they would bow
to a royal. We provide it with a
special room in a house as we
would for any special person.
When it is opened at a random
page in the morning, many Sikhs
believe it is their guiding message
for the day.
The Granth Sahib was complied
over a two hundred and forty
year period by the very hands of
the Sikh Gurus- it was dictated,
edited, compiled, proof read and
signed for authenticity by the
Sikh Gurus themselves. The Sikh
Gurus honoured the philosophers and thinkers belonging to
different faiths by including their
hymns and utterances. This put
into practice the message of the
universality of human search for
meaning of life and love for oneness of humankind and makes
the Guru Granth Sahib a truly
Interfaith and Universal guide.
The Guru Granth Sahib is 1430
pages, and includes 5,894 Hymns
which are classified according
to musical forms called Raags.
There are 31 main Raags. Written in a song or poetic flow that
reflects essences of nature, it is
a serious discussion about life
and purpose of human life. The
focus is solely that of personal
spiritual advancement and human
perfection. This focus on human
perfection also extends to how
we create a just, pluralist, and
open society that encourages
and honours diversity. It is for
this reason that Sikhs do not go
out and try to convert others
– they simply ask people to be
honest with themselves and
others, and search for truth in a
mindful and critical sense.

Guru Granth Sahib - Sikh Holy Book
Guru Granth Sahib was compiled
in 1604 in Amritsar in the most
popular languages of its time and
region of the world. It was written so it could be read and understood by anyone. Therefore,
it metaphorically relates several
mythological stories popularly
known by the people, in order
to use them as examples to
demonstrate inconsistencies in
previous conceptions of Truth
and to expound upon the virtues
of Truth and Natural Order. Thus,
by releasing the knowledge of
Guru Granth Sahib to all society,
the chance for religious elites
to manipulate the text was
eliminated.
This means that we need not
worry about its authenticity. It
embodies the spirit of the Sikh
Gurus, and of many Hindu and
Muslim thinkers and mystics of
the time. By including message of all such people (people
who would not have shared a
platform because of religious or
caste prejudices), the Sikh Gurus
wanted to shows the inclusion,
rights and tolerance of all.

The Guru Granth Sahib does
not limit mankind in any way
based on gender, race, lineage,
geography, lifestyle, clergy, creed,
or caste or even rituals, formalisms and symbolisms. It does not
impose sacraments that have
any meaningless ritual elements
to them. There is lot in these
words. It is radical even for today
– think about race, gender and
lifestyle issues, for example.
The Guru Granth Sahib gives
mankind practical and rational
guidelines as to what a balanced lifestyle is, starting from
the abstract deeds (karma),
contemplation (bhagti), and
knowledge and wisdom (gyan) to
its practical application mindful
pursuit of that which is true
(nam japna), sharing with others (vand chakna) and living by
honest means (kirt karna). The
Guru Granth Sahib talks about
Universal Truth and not a lesser
religion-based truth (or God).
It empowers Sikhs to search
for the Truth in a conscientious,
rational and mindful sense. It is
quite a distinction from accepting
things just because of say-so.
By Mann Singh, aged 16

Image from www.jargsahib.com/katha
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Creative Writing...
I Don’t Know You
I’m dark of skin and dark of hair.
It clings in obstinacy to my head.
Some say my personality is also dark.
This is because I don’t know where I’m from.
My father says his family came over a while ago from Russia
so when people ask me where I’m from sometimes I say Russia,
and they tell me that I don’t look Russian,
and they’re right: I don’t.
My mother says her family came over a while ago from
Germany
so when people ask me where I’m from sometimes I say
Germany,
and they tell me that I don’t look German,
and they’re right: I don’t.
Sometimes I simply tell them I’m Jewish.
And they reply that isn’t a place,
and they’re right: it’s not.
I’m in the hinterland, one of them, the other
with my big nose like on a Nazi propaganda poster
and my swarthy skin and thick black eyebrows
like I’m planning something. But I’m not.
Some say I’m prone to moods as sickly as my hue.
This is because I have the ability to look at myself
and say, I don’t know you.
By Josh Seigel studying Philosophy at University College London: “I
was born Jewish, and have passed from militant atheism to skeptical
agnosticism”

Do you have a short story or poem to
share? Why not send it in to Interact and
we try to include it in the next issue. All
contributions should be e-mailed to
magazine@interact-uk.org.uk
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Lessons from Afar
‘It is forbidden to teach about
love, sex, politics or religion,’
Mr Wang informs me. Mr
Wang is the headmaster of
Tianshui Vocational School in
the northern Gansu province
of China. He is giving me a brief
before my work begins the
next day. I will be the English
Teacher of three different year
groups for the next academic
year.
I refrained from teaching the
school’s forbidden topics for
a long time. Love and sex
were never previously part
of my curriculum anyway but
religion was a subject I felt I
could not ignore. My job was
to teach these students English
and to a greater extent, how
to communicate with English
speaking people in the rest of
the world. Their understanding
of another country, culture
or people could be severely
limited if not destructive by not
understanding anything about
different religions. My aim was
not to convert them away
from the official atheist stance
of the prevailing Communist
doctrine, but to educate them
of the varied and rich traditions
and beliefs of different people
across the globe, beliefs that
are able to unite certain
communities and unfortunately
sometimes divide them too.
The Grade three class were

...& discussion
Two Faiths Can Mix – But Can They Marry?
Their engagement was perfect; he even asked her father’s permission, like she had always imagined, before
going down on one knee. They were a great fit and had spent years together making sure. So I was
shocked when, a few months later, my friends’ model relationship ended.
Why? Though the fact he was a Catholic and she was an atheist had never before come between them, the
idea of being married – and one day raising a family – changed everything. And who can blame them? His
religion is important to him, and he feels strongly about passing it on to his family. On the other hand, how
can she justify teaching her children information that she doesn’t accept as true?
Despite growing attention to tolerance and community between people of different backgrounds, the
joining of religions in marriage is a surprisingly tricky area for many couples. Often different faiths can find
harmony in a relationship, but for some couples with everything else going for them, that difference can be
monumental.
As cultures come together, they are bound to mix, meaning interfaith engagements are increasingly more
common. This is something to celebrate, but the troubles of marrying outside one’s own beliefs weigh on
the decisions of many young people today. For my friends, it meant an end to their relationship; for others,
it could mean that both partners compromise something of their own traditions and live happily.
Whether beliefs can or should be compromised at all for love is a personal decision, but in London, the world’s most international city, it is bound to be one that couples will face more often as time goes on.
What do you think?
Let us know by writing to Interact, and your letter could be included in the next issue.
By Rachel Stark

the eldest of the years and had
the greatest fluency in English.
After a basic explanation of
some of the main religions, I
moved onto more dangerous
ground, their opinions and
beliefs. The most frightening and
frustrating aspect of teaching
Chinese students is their inability
to formulate their own ideas.
Apart from three students out
of a class of sixty, everyone
said the same thing. ‘Religion is
just superstition, we believe in
money, maths and science. It is
good for the development of
Motherland China.’ These twenty
year olds had nothing else to

say. There were three girls who
said their mothers were either
Christian or Buddhist but kept
their religious beliefs a secret
from their father. Obviously, this
is just an example of one class
in one city in China.Yet these
derogatory and intolerant party
line views haunted the rest of my
time there. These are memories
which I am still daily reminded of
when watching the desecration
of Tibet on the news and the
lead up to the Beijing Olympics.

-

by Rosa Speers
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Listings
Big Bolywood Dance
Class

Tuesday 8 July; 1-2pm
Led by Jay Kumar’s DanceAsia as a part of Big Dance
2008, a London-wide season
that aims to get everyone
moving. Suitable for all ages
and abilities.
Piazza at the British Library
Free admission

Chhau Dance
Performances: The Royal
Rarhi Chhau Dancers

10 - 14 July
A unique opportunity to
experience the exuberance
of chhau - ‘the masked dance
of the ancient warrior’, which
is hugely popular across the
tr ibal areas of West Bengal
and Bihar that make up the
former East Indian kingdom of Rarh. Magnificent
outsized masks, breathtaking
acrobatics, wild combat and
comedy scenes accompanied
by powerful drumming make
these performances of the
Ramayana stories unmissable.
Piazza at the British Library
Free Admission
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Rise Festival

13 July; 8.30pm
Europe’s largest free antiracist music festival, with a
line up of special guests, live
performances and top DJs.
Midday Finsbury Park

www.interact-uk.org.uk

Until 10 August
Free admission
British Museum

Turkish Fest

14 - 15 July
The event celebrates Turkish
culture in London, for the 4th
year running, with live music
from traditional and modern
Turkish performers.Visitors
can enjoy traditional Turkish
entertainment and browse
the stalls selling
textiles jewellery and crafts.
For a taste of authentic
Turkey, food and drink will
be available throughout the
event.
Southbank
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Reflecting on
Modern Japan:
photobooks from
the post war period

The MAD Fringe

18 - 23 August
As an alternative to
the Edinburgh Festival,
come to the Make A
Difference Fringe — a
fundraising festival
packed full of cabaret,
comedy, theatre and
music.Check out
www.theatremad.org.
uk for more information.
Trafalgar Studios 2

  Listings
Sutra

5 -30 August
Kwame Kwei-Armah’s
play returns to the Tricycle
following a successful run
earlier this year.
When West Indian pensioner
Alfred Morris is kicked out
of his daughter’s Croydon
house, he returns to his
Willesden home to find he’s
been gifted a Polish cleaner/
home help. Finding the girl
eager to learn the ways of
her new land, cantankerous
and xenophobic Alfred realises that he may indeed still
have a role in life - he could
teach Maria to be British, and
if he succeeds, maybe she
might help him in the most
unexpected way.
Set against the music of
Nat King Cole, this is an
immigrant’s tale of beginnings,
endings and Britishness.
Tricycle Theatre; £10-£20

Gone Too Far!

19 -23 August;
7.30pm
Bola Agbaje’s
Laurence Olivier
Award-winning play
about identity, history and culture
depicts a world
where respect is always demanded, but
rarely freely given.
When two brothers from different
continents go down
the street to buy
a pint of milk, they
lift the lid on a disunited nation where
everyone wants to
be an individual but
no one wants to
stand out from the
crowd.
Hackney Empire;
£12.50

Until 31 August;
Sidi Larbi Cherkaoui takes a completely different direction with this brand
new production, which is inspired by
the skill, strength and spirituality of
Buddhist Shaolin Monks. He has collaborated closely with Antony Gormley
who creates a constructed environment for the performers, employing
light to dramatic effect. Polish composer Szymon Brzóska has created a
brand new score for piano, percussion
and strings.
Sadler’s Well; £10-£35

Monks rehearse Sutra in
Shoalin Temple, China

Let There Be Love

Ramayana, British Library

The Ramayana: Love and Valour in
India’s Great Epic

Until 14 September
Discover the epic story of the Ramayana, and follow Prince Rama’s quest to
rescue his beloved wife Sita with the
help of an army of monkeys.
Over 100 gorgeous 17th-century Indian
manuscript paintings are on display in
this major exhibition.
Pearson Gallery, British Library. Free
Admission
Interact Summer 2008
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